
Tri Pro English  READING AND WRITING  TRAVEL

Read these 3 short texts and answer the questions: 

Mary: 
My favourite holiday would definitely be a beach holiday: sun, sand and sea: you can’t beat it. I travel to Spain or Portugal 
because the weather is great and people there are welcoming and friendly, I always like to get to know the local people. 
The nightlife is amazing and I love to have a beer and some seafood late at night. I mostly stay in hotels, but if I don’t have a 
lot of money I go camping. 

Alex: 
I have always liked activity holidays, but my girlfriend isn’t so keen on them. She likes skiing, so we usually have a winter 
holiday in the Alps. In the summer she chooses the destination, so it’s usually a  sightseeing trip somewhere in Europe: 
monuments, historic buildings, that kind of thing. I’m a fan of hostels: they are great value, but my girlfriend prefers a nice 
hotel.  

Henry: 
Although I live in London, my family are from Ireland, so when I have time off I usually go to visit them. I’m afraid of flying so I 
always take my car and the ferry. A big advantage is that I don’t have to pay for meals or accommodation . Next year I’m 
going to take the tunnel and go to France with some friends. I think we’ll stay on campsites: we’d rather save a bit of money 
and spend it on the local food and drink. 

Thomas: 
I always go to the coast on holiday. I’m really  into surfing so I try to go as often as I can. I usually go with friends and we stay 
in my camper van - it’s not very luxurious. We cook seafood every night on the beach, its an amazing experience. I’m not 
very interested in going out to pubs or discos, I prefer to have a beer and watch the sunset. 

Questions: 

1. Who never flies?
2. Who goes to see landmarks in cities?
3. Who likes going out to meet people? 
4. Why does Henry like to stay with his family?
5. Who likes to go to the seaside? 
6. Underline the phrases that Mary, Alex and Henry use to talk about what they like or prefer. 
7. What does the word “local” mean here? Can it be used as a noun in English?

Fill the gaps with 3 words or less TAKEN FROM THE TEXTS: 

1.If you have a tent and you like nature, you could _________________. 
2. Alex is ______________  activity holidays. 
3. If you have _________ off, you could go on a holiday. 
4. If you can afford to pay, you can find _____________ accommodation in five star hotels. 

Short Writing: 

Write 4 sentences about what type of holidays you prefer and why. (Use different expressions of preference) 
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